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GM crops as unresolved political controversies
• Approaches to governance typically based on limited risk assessment but concerns
transcend this frame:
●
Socio-economic impacts (e.g. Increasing concentration of power and capital)
●
Failure to account for the significance of scientific uncertainties
●
Competing narratives of development and divergent visions for the future of
agriculture
«Institutional and political context, which is
mutable and often ignored, shapes economic
impacts, especially over the longer-term. Most
often, the contextual factors that influence
whether a new variety succeeds or fails are more
critical than whether yield advantages can be
demonstrated in on-farm trials.»
Smale et al (2006)

In-context trajectories

GMOs as isolated objects vs A systemic approach
Technological products are not neutral objects. They have been produced by specific actors, in specific
contexts, in order to address a specific problem, which has been framed in such a way that given technologies
make sense as solutions.
They are shaped by the interests, values, goals and visions that arise with their contexts of development and
deployment. At the same time, they also materialise paradigms (discourses and practices).
However, the socio-economic and ecological relations these technologies require, create, and/or perform are
often ignored.
In-context trajectory: It allows assesing impacts in comparison to impacts of other possible solutions, for a given
problem (requires a transparent problem formulation) in a specific context. Social and political values implicitly
and explicitly embedded in a given technology’s trajectory should be made transparent
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Extending regulatory evaluation beyond
standard risk regulation
Lack of concrete methods
Aim of this presentation
Present a methodology for constructing this system approach to asessing GMOs:
cartography of the «travel» of a kernel of maize through the food system

• Review of the work from other disciplines and traditions that could be useful for an
integrative system approach
• Show a proposal for the creation of a ‘travel story’ of a kernel of maize through
systems, scales, spaces and time
• Explore new ways of scientific communication
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Multidisciplinar approach: some perspectives
ANT

Agri-food studies

•

•
•

Consideration of the whole
food system (from research
and experimentation,
production, distribution,
exchange, consumption and
disposal)
Systeic interdependency
between the different activies
and sectors
Conventional vs alternative?

Ethnographic following

•
•
•

Promising integrative tool
(micro-macro).
Agency extended to nonhumans entities.

Multi-sited ethnography:
tracking dispersed social
phenomena and sharing
connections and associations
across scales, places and
times.
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Context of study: the food web in Spain
• Country with the highest surface area
cultivated with GMOs in Europe
• Introduction of GM maize in 1998
• All current varieties (>100) contain
MON810 (Bt maize)
• No public register of GM fields
• Maize as a commodity, related to the
meat industry. 85% of maize and all GM
maize goes to animal feed production.
• Organic agriculture is expanding but in
GM areas, organic maize production
has been decreasing.
• Absence of rules on ‘coexistence’.

ARAGÓN
70% GM maize

SPAIN
28% GM maize

CATALONIA
50% GM maize

Organic maize surface area
reduction
75% in Aragon (2004-2007)
95% in Catalonia (2002-2008)
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Comparing maize cartographies
1

2

3
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1. Identifying and ordering physical spaces
2. Noting transitions btw places
3. Articulating actants, e.g. different technologies, organisms,
legislation, institutions that shape the «maize travel»
4. Plotting processes
5. Seeing the sub-text
6. Iterative development through empirical observations and
interviews and workshops
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Comparing maize systems cartographies
GM

Chemically-intensive

Certified organic

Agroecological
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Comparing maize systems cartographies
GM

Chemically-intensive

Certified organic

Agroecological
•

•
•

•

Differences are
made visible,
but also
similitudes
Different routes
(e.g. uses)
The more
‘alternative’ you
go, more
significant
differences
emerge: shorter
and more simple
food webs, more
localised)
«Bottle-necks»:
research in
organic varieties
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Comparing maize systems cartographies
GM

Chemically-intensive

Certified organic

Agroecological
•

•

Coexistence
beyond the
farm:
appropriation of
infrastructures
Gatekeeping of
some actants:
seed companies
and animal feed
companies
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Conclusions
The systemic perspective allows assesing impacts in comparison to impacts of other

possible solutions

• It allows us to see beyond the farm and think governance in a relational way
to other parts of the agri-food system that otherwise could be more easily
seen as fragmented and disconnected.
• It allows to identify most of the different relevant agents who might have to
be considered at the level of governance.
• The comparative dimension is extremely valuable to think about other
possible options for the defined problem.
• It makes visible competing narratives and paradigms
• A visual cartography can help in communicating and can allow interactivity
(for instance, navigating between micro-macro scales)
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Thank you!
Rosa.binimelis@genok.no
Agriculturesproject.org
@agri_cultures
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